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Filippi Legnami has been widening their
product range and are able to offer
customers a truly remarkable variety of
different kinds of products, both on the
textures and on the type of the furniture panels, through the richest array of
materials and processing techniques of
the panel available on the market.

Introducing new texture trends
trends
as panels specialists
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

ilippi Legnami’s horizon has got wider and wider: the investments made over the last period and the R&D on new materials have allowed them to develop alternative products, being
able to propose themselves as privileged partners to the
OEMs. As a matter of a fact, the co-operation with
the entrepreneur Giorgio Levoni, with his financial
and commercial expertise, has boosted the growth
of the Filippi’s company, keeping pace with the
times, focusing on the research and development
department.
"There have been many exciting changes in our
company over the last months - says Francesca
Filippi, head of the marketing at Filippi Legnami With a second laminating line, now we
are able to provide even greater
production flexibility, which has
always been a special feature of
ours and that we want to keep
offering to our customers also
in an increased demand’s volume perspective. But
we have also introduced new high-end
products that have
allowed us both
to be open to
new
markets
and to strengthen
our
cooperation
with some
customers
seeking to
diversify their
production. The R&D
department has become
particularly strategic, being
Giorgio Levoni
showing the new glossy finish
the connection link betwe-
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en our different production units. We
hired a skilled operator for all the digital processing, thus introducing new
technical services that complement our
profile. Not only are we working on
Francesca Filippi
new types of panel boards, but we are
Head of the marketing
also very committed as per what the
textures are concerned: I can proudly
say that we have met our goal to expand the range of our available textures and improve the quality of the existing ones".
Actually, the finish of the laminated panels is very important in the project of a cozy and attractive interior and has become an essential condition in the outfitting of an RV, where the design changes are not as
rare and slow as before and the trends and the innovation from the
home-furniture sector are being more and more adopted in an increasingly competitive market. Among the latest proposals are the ultragloss finish as well as the ultra-matt, anti-touch finish, which Filippi
Legnami can match also on digital printing.
"The glossy finish - continues Francesca Filippi – has been very popular
over the last two or three seasons but none of the product options that
were available on the market was really attractive and was somehow
missing of the right quality that our customers required. An intensive
research, instead, has lead us to a perfectly polished panel surface that
can be offered on any kind of substrate board and that we are already
successfully supplying to the European market and beyond".
Filippi Legnami has the right flexibility that allows you to combine the
ultra-gloss with other types of textures on the same panel. For example, it is possible to match an ultra-glossy surface with what in some
ways is its own antithesis, i.e. the ultra-matt anti-touch, an extremely
matt finish, which does not reflect the light in any way and that leaves
no fingerprints. A true revolution in the industry that has already
appeared in the top-trending furniture shows – that Filippi Legnami
never misses to attend – and will probably be one of the most popular
upcoming styles with regard to home-furniture. Filippi Legnami are
already able to use it in the wood-paneling for the RV industry, and the
combinations with the ultra-gloss finish, as seen at the Caravan Salon
in Düsseldorf, deliver a truly refined, ahead-of-time result that is a source of inspiration for interior designers and architects. Between these
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Contacts:
Francesca Filippi
francesca@filippilegnami.com

Visit us at the Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13 Booth E48

Poplar plywood-core, 1mm melamine-faced HDF in
soft digital-printed Douglas look, Moka finish

Poplar plywood-core, 1mm melamine-faced HDF in
bright digital-printed Cement look, Rust finish

Poplar plywood-core, 1mm melamine-faced HDF in
digital-printed Copper look, Rust finish

Poplar plywood-core, 1mm melamine-faced HDF in
digital-printed old Oak look, Opaque finish

Poplar plywood-core, 1mm melamine-faced HDF in
black digital-printed Marble look, Marble finish

Poplar plywood-core, 1mm melamine-faced HDF in
light Pink Marble look, Marble finish

Compact Laminate in Black, Marble finish

Poplar plywood-core, 1mm melamine-faced HDF in
Grey digital-printed wall look, Alluminium finish

Poplar plywood-core, 1mm melamine-faced HDF in
White, Hexa finish

two style extremes, there are more consolidated different types of textures with a more 3Deffect like wood, stone, cement, leather, textile, aluminum, hexagonal/honey-comb and
many others which can be made on melamine-faced panels or laminates, always matched
also with our digital printing. With regards to
the type of surface material, in addition to the
widely used HPL, at Filippi Legnami they strongly believe that there are big potentialities for
the melamine-faced panels in the RV industry:
"We wanted to transfer the melamine system
from the home-furniture to the RV industry –
explains Salvatore Filippi, technical director at
Filippi Legnami – using specific substrate
panels, replacing the chipboard with a
lightweight poplar plywood-cored panel with
very thin faces of HDF. The result panel is the
perfect compromise between a reasonable
density and a high resistance to damage, particularly appealing for high-end motorhomes

and vans. Further to these new products,
there are some special, exclusive patterns that
Filippi Legnami can develop in accordance
with their customers. This is the case of a
compact laminate panel just introduced by
Rimor - Luano Camp for their kitchen tops,
tables and bathroom surfaces. The compact
HPL is a very thick, sturdy, ready-to-use laminate sheet, fully customizable and very versatile when it comes to its many applications. It
can come with endless digital printing
options, unicolor or lots of other prints. The
minimum thickness is 5 mm and it is made of
layers of kraft paper sheets impregnated with
phenol resin through heat and pressure. It is
also available in a 100% formaldehyde-free
version that is being certified by CATAS, the
Italian laboratory for the certification of wood
products for the furniture supply chain. With
their full bunch of certifications (including
PEFC®, FSC® and ISO 9001) Filippi Legnami

are not just a family-run company exclusively
committed to the lamination business, but are
a solid industrial reality making business worldwide with a package of the most comprehensive quality laminated product range,
combined with an advanced R&D as well as
with an efficient and well-equipped digital
printing department. Filippi Legnami is a
strong company offering quality, flexibility as
well as technical advice to all the European
and extra-European RV OEMs. "The investments done have brought progress on several fronts, just think of the big potentialities of
the digital printing and the melamine techniques. More than ever, today the company is
able to offer tailored solutions to the RV
manufacturers – adds Giorgio Levoni - making
it is possible to really customize a vehicle not
only from its design as an aesthetic value, but
also for the functional features such as fire-,
water- and scratch-resistance”.

Company Profile

ounded over forty years ago and active in the woodworking ever since, Filippi Legnami firmly fits into the recreational vehicle industry in 2000, starting a laminating line for the supply of laminated lightweight panels to be used in
the motorhome and caravan interiors as well as in the mobile homes around the world. In 2013, the partnership with the
entrepreneur Giorgio Levoni opens to a new phase of consolidation and expansion that sees, among other initiatives,
the launch of a new product line using the digital printing for the personalized panels decoration. In addition to it, a
melamine pressing line completes the company’s product range with laminated panels that combine an innovative tactile experience with a high resistance to wear, abrasion, light and scratches. Filippi Legnami and Giorgio Levoni, where
the tailored panels are made.
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